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Metal Laser City
Switzerland / 2016 / 12' 59''

Philipp Ramspeck

A city burns down. It rebuilds
itself as if by an invisible
hand and is �nally obliterated
in a cosmic crash.... A
nightmarish cinepoem on 16mm
Film about an apocalyptic city
and it's bizzare and tragic
inhabitants. (All you see is as
it was shot and cut inside the
Bolex camera!) (The soundtrack
is the optical sound from the
running 16mm �lm)

Black Hole Son
US / 2018 / 7' 17''

Pete Burkeet

In 1986 Cleveland, Ohio made
the Guinness Book of World
Records by launching 1.5
million balloons from Public
Square. The balloons were
quickly blown back down to
earth causing an environmental
calamity. In 2012 at the Big
Bay Boom in San Diego,
California a 17-minute �rework
display exploded in less than a
minute. These two spectacles
are the events at the heart of
Black Hole Son. Part moving
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painting part processed video,
Black Hole Son is about the
hasty desire to make an
impression.

It’s Stonewall in
My Navel
US / 2016 / 7' 35''

Laurel Beckman

The impulse to daydream
(causing impatience or
disassociation in 1st part of
video) is met with a forbidding
twitch towards darkness that
denies the bene�t of getting
lost in your mind. In the
video, the navel-gazing subject
travels inside and outside her
body, where her navel plays
host to revelers at Stonehenge
and Stonewall. Uncertain
histories, monumental status
and ritual are teased and
morphed between the two sites.

The Bed and The
Street
Canada / 2018 / 4' 30''

Heather Frise, Mike Hoolboom

A love story set in the global
anti-austerity demonstrations.
As citizens take back their
streets, two women meet and
fall in love. What geometry of
desire will help overthrow the
state? What micro-politics of
sharing and communality will
provide fuel for demonstrations
that will remove and replace
the neo-liberal consensus? Cast
in a palimpsest of images and
sounds, as if there were no way
to separate inside and out, the
street and the bedroom.
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Queenie and the All or
Nothing Thin King
US / 2018 / 3' 55''

Benni Quintero

A mixed media animated piece which
utilizes acrylic paint on cels, a
camera obscura, stop motion
puppetry, shadows, after effects, a
scanner, and an exuberant amount of
glitter dubbed “random disco �akes”.
Originally a zine, Queenie and the
All or Nothing Thin King is a short
�lm that follows the internal and
unhealthy thought processes of a
little felted blobby person named
Queenie.

Crack
UK / 2018 / 5'

Emilia Izquierdo

Crack (2018) explores the
cosmic and the political
through paradox. The work
investigates our relationship
with technology using footage
from global political events,
colonialism, technological
warfare and animations from
classic �lm history. Mixing
hand drawn animation, archival
footage, classic �lm sources
and sound the piece explores
issues of responsibility,
narcissism and politics.

Requiem
France / 2017 / 9' 18''

Harold Charre

In the 1960's, a barrel organ
player walks in Madrid with his
son. In an effort to pass on
part of his knowledge to him,
he awakens the heavy past of
the Spanish land which has
lived through the horror of the
Civil War. This video has been
made thanks to the Madatac
Residency and Production Prize
at the Casa de Velasquez in
Madrid.

Cousins of clouds
France / 2017 / 1'

Romain Claris

In Asia, in every rural
village, elephants are
considered to be the cousins of
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clouds... A one minute �lm poem
painted on Buddha Board.

Trip
US / 2018 / 2' 47''

Nicholas Nazmi

“Trip”, or “Safar” in Farsi, is
about more than just traveling.
It is about crossing borders
and �nding the courage to let
go of attachments in search of
meaning. A father's poem
interpreted in hand-drawn
animation and video by his son.

Song Of Nobird
UK / 2018 / 3' 16''

Stuart Pound

Nobirds are the “no birds” that
sing in Keats’s “La Belle Dame
Sans Merci”. The poem is re-
imagined as a computer game
where the “knight at arms” and
the “belle dame” might win one
another if they make the right
choices. Real birds as negative
images haunt their quest.
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De�ning Hivemind
Through a Brief
Study of Fanaticism
Germany / 2018 / 7' 49''

Amr Kamel

Sequestered all the way up in
his tower, Tulip the Wizard
re�ects on the nature of
reality when he is visited by a
mystical spirit.

Dreams and Feelings
Turkey / 2018 / 7' 54''

Uğur Savaş

A man arrives home in a
troubled state of mind, lies
down on the couch to sleep. He
can niether sleep nor can stay
awake due to distress-�lled and
anxious term he is having. His
dreams are colorful, exciting
and fantastic but depressing as
well. He is confronting the
isolated times of his
childhood, yearnful memories of
his past relationships and
maybe his deepest and darkest
fears while his
subconsciousness emerges.

Relation • Ship
US / 2018 / 7' 20''

Zoey Lin

“Relation • Ship” is a �lm and
virtual reality experience �rst
inspired by “Ghost Ship”, a
chapter from Roland Barthes' “A
lover's discourse: Fragments”:
Though each love is experienced
as unique and though the
subject rejects the notion of
repeating it elsewhere later
on, he sometimes discovers in
himself a kind of diffusion of
amorous desire; he then
realizes he is doomed to wander
until he dies, from love to
love. Using stop motion organic
characters and set design
inspired by marine biology, the
story consists of two separate
philosophical ideas; the
concept of “Assemblage” by
Deleuze & Guattari, and the
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concept of “Plissement” by
Merleau-Ponty.

Boom � Bust
(Vicious Cylcles
#1)
US / 2018 / 1' 42''

Wobbe F. Koning

Irregular shaped object
explosions, clean and bone
white, are joined by rusty
elements that better �t the
worn down environment. Spiky
objects sprout up and turn,
joining in a growing rhythmical
cacophony, until the entire
system grinds to a halt. In
this animation 3D printed
physical manifestations of
simulated virtual objects are
re-virtualized through stop
motion photography.

Cycle
Turkey / 2016 / 4' 56''

Emirhan Altuner, Meriç
Arslanoğlu

Tools which are designed to
serve mankind aim to design
human abilities over again.
Something records, something
broadcasts. There are memories
about augmented experiences
between these two steps. On a
in�nite white desk, with the
help of familiar interfaces,
design dissolves in life cycle.
After all, are we still human
or have we already extended our
senses by various media? The
new kind steps forward from the
beginning of the time.

The Tetralogy of
Eau Thermale
Germany / 2018 / 23' 15''

Luis August Krawen

The Tetralogie of Eau Thermale
sends us on a road trip along
the commonly available ways of
constructing stories. Culture
industry and we as spectators
are continuously orbiting
around a limited number of
narrative patterns, which are
reproduced and recognized. As a
self-proclaimed tetralogy the
�lm hints at mainstream
cinema's urge to constantly
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continue what has been
completed. Utilizing forms of
prequel- and sequel-structures
the tetralogy lets cyclical and
linear concepts of narration
collide. Again and again the
promise of a coherent story
containing con�ict, development
and a climax seems to appear,
yet it never becomes clear
wether such a story actually
exists.

Slippages | Grace
US / 2017 / 10'

Kathy Smith

Set against the austere
landscape of the Australian
bushland, overlapping images of
ever increasing clarity inform
Grace’s consciousness as she
moves toward the end of her
life. Proof of her existence
through the many experiences,
take on a personal symbolism;
these include kittens, stolen
houses, car rides, cockatoos
and horses across multiple
moments and immersive
environments.

Driver / Predator
US / 2016 / 11' 17''

Gerald Habarth

Driver / Predator is a
multifaceted, experimental
animation inspired by a weekly,
three-hundred mile commute and
the mental wanderings that
accompany it. It tells a
meandering story of a character
suspended between spaces, and
immersed in re�ection and
dreams of travel, work, war and
isolation. Amid his travels he
is visited by a menacing
predator, the product of his
own creation. Made from
thousands of photographs and
videos taken en route, and
combining various animating
techniques, including cutout,
rotoscoping, stop-motion, time-
lapse and 3D digital animation,
this work re�ects on issues of
virtuality, dislocation, self-
destruction and the dif�culty
of de�ning self in a
technologically saturated
culture.
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Event Timeslots (1)

23 November 

8:00 pm - 10:00 pm 

Short Films Selection
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